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About
Us

Mission & Vision
MegaDAO is a thesis-driven investment
company that makes investments in
cryptocurrencies, tokens, and blockchain
firms that are reshaping trillion-dollar
markets.
We run a hedge fund and a venture fund,
and also invest in both public and private
markets.

Decentralized Autonomous Organizations have the potential
to represent massively diverse and profitable organizations.
This potential is a legitimate disruptor to the traditional
framework of businesses and legacy enterprises. However,
existing DAOs across the spectrum, primarily due to errors in
design and implementation, have predominantly failed to
realize this massive potential.
From inception DAO is designed to overcome these obstacles
and, in doing so, behave as the quintessential governance
model for other DAOs and institutions to emulate. This
cooperation is recognized as the basis of MegaDAO.

The open-source nature of smart contracts enables trustless
interactions between two or more independent parties. These
interactions are enforced by code and verified by miners in a manner
that protects the trustless, peer-to-peer qualities of said interactions.
This technology is the lifeblood of our new age of information and
has only just begun to disrupt the infrastructure of legacy enterprises
across a multitude of industries; it is set on a trajectory to create
disruptions unquantifiable by any perceivable metrics.

Decentralized Finance (DeFi) is the most immediate example of the
real-world impact of this tech. Automated Market Makers like
Uniswap and Balancer allow anyone to create their own decentralized
exchange pairing and trade any ERC20 token with minimal barrier to
entry. Peer-to-peer lending protocols like Maker, Compound, and
Aave are responsible for billions of dollars in trustless crypto loans,
where depositors consistently earn significant yield at a rate far
superior to anything possible under the traditional banking
framework. The 2017 bull run was dominated by (largely overvalued)
ventures that sought to apply blockchain technology in new and
exciting ways.
For the most part, these ventures materialized as either vacuous
endeavors or tedious solutions to non-existent problems, creating
numerous redundancies within the space. But as much of the excess
or “fluff” projects died out, the past year has marked a key shift
towards powerful application of this blockchain technology, towards
redundant or inefficient industries where smart contracts are
immediately applicable for direct impact. Asset exchanges and
lending, as mentioned above, are two striking examples. Areas like
virtual assets and artwork, insurance, Venture Capital, and data
exchange are additionally on the cusp of major transformations.
However, the immutable set-and-forget nature of the smart contract
building blocks is at odds with the iterative business models they
seek to disrupt. And while it’s possible that these contracts can be
deployed as perfection on day-zero, reality suggests that these highly
experimental projects require some framework for continued
maintenance and improvement to be truly sustainable and
successful in the long run.

Understanding
Decentralized
Autonomous
Organizations (DAOs)

In order to protect the decentralized, trustless nature of applications
and protocols, projects that are intended to be upgradable require
some hard coded governance framework. In other words, said
projects must hardcode some mechanism of ownership to the
participants in the project itself. In many cases, this is most
effectively done by situating the project as a Decentralized
Autonomous Organization (DAO).
At a high level, a DAO-type project is one that is entirely owned and
operated by its participants via tokenized ownership. In order to
contribute as an owner of the project, individuals must acquire the
project’s token, which grants them access to voting. In a true DAO, all
actions are carried out as the result of a majority approval vote.
These votes can reflect modifications or upgrades to the project’s
underlying smart contracts, mechanisms for revenue sharing,
changes to the voting metrics itself, and so on. When implemented
as intended, the DAO framework has radical implications.
By connecting ownership and activity as a single-interest participant
body, business can be conducted at a level of efficiency not possible
under the traditional framework. By automating certain aspects of
the business via smart contracts, such as the management and
underlying service, marginal costs for said operations reach zero.
This cannot be replicated by traditional counterparts.

TODAY’S DAO
SHORTCOMINGS
Unfortunately, the aspirational superiorities of Decentralized
Autonomous Organizations have largely failed to manifest to date.
There are several recurring themes that DAOs or otherwise
community governed protocols tend to experience:
APATHETIC
PARTICIPANTS

POORLY DESIGNED
GOVERNANCE

IRREVERSIBLE DAYZERO BLUNDERS

These themes largely play hand-in-hand, and they are seen almost
universally throughout the DAO space and more broadly via
decentralized governance.
Token ownership guarantees participation, but many token holders
never intend to participate. Governance rules and frameworks are
often designed on the assumption that holders want to participate.

TODAY’S DAO
SHORTCOMINGS
As a result, some immediate assumptions baked into the original
contract deployments because launch day errors embedded in the
protocol can’t be reversed.
Maker DAO’s recent flash loan voting attacks highlight the problem
of apathetic participants, where only a handful of MKR holders cast
votes, making outcomes susceptible to swaying in favor of a single
larger token holder. Uniswap’s inability to lower quorum (due to
quorum not being met) is reflective of poorly designed governance.
Yearn’s capped 30,000 YFI supply, despite widespread support to
extend emissions, is a prime example of an irreversible day-zero
blunder. When a DAO is deployed in a proper manner, that does not
make it susceptible to the above shortcomings, its superiority
against traditional competitors will be irrefutable. Though as of
today, that “perfect” DAO has yet to surface.

Introduction

Before we go far, let's get basic things first.
One of the significant features of digital currencies is that they are
usually decentralized. That implies that they are divided among
several computers, nodes, and networks. In other words, they are not
regulated by a central bank or a government. Oftentimes, virtual
currencies utilize the decentralized feature to attain some level of
security and privacy that is generally unattainable with common
currencies and their dealings
As an inspiration from the decentralized form of cryptocurrencies, in
2016, some developers decided to develop the concept of a
decentralized autonomous organization, that is commonly known as
DAO.
MegaDAO is an endeavor that gives voting rights to the Bondholders
and establishes the foundation for the MegaDAO products. The
MegaDAO is the single source of minting products at the peak of the
blockchain and projecting them into the wild.
MegaDAO is regulated by the Bond tokens and empowers the
community by allowing decentralized decision-making on the
MegaDao protocol.

MegaDao is a concept and whitepaper initially developed some years
back when MakerDAO was beginning to get mainstream recognition
and got the imagination of what is currently referred to as the DeFi, or
in other words the decentralized finance community. A year later,
with at least 60% of Multinational debt yielding only about 1% and
over $15 trillion of global debt giving negative rates, capital kept
advancing into higher risk yield streams. It is good to point out that
this is not a trend or a co-occurrence. Historically speaking, checking
back to the biblical periods, working capital chases yield, bearing
relatively similar risk.
The rise of debt amounts globally took place before the financial
crisis caused by Covid-19. In quarter 1, of 2020, we experienced
global debt rising to $258 trillion. Statistically, this is 331% above the
global GDP. With the Federal Reserve working under the deception
that they have an unlimited supply of cash, certainly, these figures
will possibly rise and debt issuance to GDP will keep accelerating.

TradFi, better known as the traditional financial system, is
undergoing a historic uptick in total debt levels as interest rates and
yield descend. On the other side, there is a decentralized financial
system known as DeFi burgeoning in the digital economy with
cryptocurrencies and digital assets. As the total value or debt level
(TVL) experiences an increase from the previous year, to billions of
dollars in the year 2020, the yield on these instruments keeps
dropping to menial rates delivered by similar products in the system.
Contrarily, owing to assumed higher risk levels added to higher
efficiencies given by smart contract developments, the annual
percentage yield is relatively higher on decentralized protocols as
compared to what can be attainable in the conventional financial
scheme. Working capital is pursuing the chronological tendency of
following higher yield that is the reason we are observing TVL moving
to DeFi at a high rate. This trend is expected to continue. There has
not been a stronger need for standard TradFi instruments to exist in
the DeFi ecosystem. MegaDAO is an idea whose time has come!

In the decentralized markets, the yield products give higher APY as
compared to yield products in conventional markets. Rather than
selling crypto for fiat, something different happens- borrowers are
staking digital acquisitions and obtaining digital assets in exchange.
Although these loans have oftentimes been short-term loans to
traders, it has been clear that the system is efficient and suitable for
elaboration.
These efficiencies will surely give higher value and more extended
loan durations to decentralized ledgers. Here, the efficiencies are
facilitated by smart contracts' capacity to hold digital collateral to the
time when both sides of the transacting parties attain their
obligations algorithmically.
The minimization of settlement, custody, and escrow-labordemanding, expensive actions within the legacy scheme- to
algorithmic activities is lowering the rent demanded by the labor to
execute these actions. In addition to the efficiencies, the mentality of
higher risk in DeFi congregates on risk levels perceived by TradFi, by
the kind of the loans going from crypto-supported loans to traders.
Additionally, the efficiency of DAO technologies and smart contracts
enables far more intricate derivative instruments to be established
and gives a level of security and transparency impenetrable to
existing financial networks.

As stated before, these efficiencies should extend to corporate debt
and mortgage debt shifting to decentralized outlets on a longer
timeline. It is expected that this will also stimulate more intricate
derivatives based on yield and debt to shift to decentralized
platforms. That will allow for the structuring of more complex
derivatives and tracking them with more significant transparency and
efficiency than possible before the inventions of cryptocurrency,
blockchain, decentralized autonomous organization, and smart
contracts were attained. $244 trillion in yield-based derivatives and
debt will keep moving to more reliable technologies with time.
Remember, the shifting of yield as well as yield-based derivatives
from less reliable centralized financial systems to more elaborate
decentralized financial systems will be at the top of the largest
movements ever witnessed. MegaDAO exists to assist in the
facilitation of this change and make the new decentralized system
more risk-flexible, efficient, and appealing to a wider scope of
players.
There is an unlimited market for anyone wishing to get into crypto.
This is suitable for you if you:
Don't like to face the whole risk curve of possessing, or receiving
a complete digital asset or
Will never have time to use a decentralized autonomous
organization to have a smart contract which is considered to
algorithmically script both sides of an agreement or loan.

At least 99.9% of the multinational debt is still organized under
traditional markets and is lacking some yields. Contrarily, more
refined financial companies have no risk tolerations. This permits
varying structures at each stage of the yield curve with the most
difficult or riskiest demanding to out the minimum funds down with
the most heightened return for their hedge/bet. As opposed to this,
more conventional investors are usually willing to give up a huge
percentage of upside prospects to access safer instruments. As
described by TradFi, "Riskless" products are not presently present in
the decentralized financial ecosystem. It points out that the option to
structure these kinds of instruments will give room for more riskhostile investors in the conventional markets to go into the
decentralized markets.
In a medium (Proof of Stake) and shorter-term phase (DeFi) risk
ramps will keep creating industries and markets for traditional
investment establishments that want to “get above 1%.” Possibly, as
this happens, more and more sorts of loans will move to
decentralized ledgers.
Finally, and somehow through this procedure, borrowers and lenders
will appreciate why trustless and decentralized intermediaries are the
greatest and cheaper than the present third-party intermediaries.
While this occurs, larger amounts of the $244 trillion in multinational
debt will go to the chain, allowing more risk ramps, more yield, and
collateralized debt products for crypto and fiat depositors of the
current age financial markets and commercial banks.

MegaDAO is a thesis-driven investment company that makes
investments in cryptocurrencies, tokens, and blockchain firms that
are reshaping trillion-dollar markets. We run a hedge fund and a
venture fund, and also invest in both public and private markets.
We've built a reputation as forward-thinking, independent thinkers
from our inception. We're known for developing groundbreaking
token economic models and valuation procedures, as well as
challenging long-held assumptions in the crypto community.
We actively and directly take part in networks as a crypto-native fund
with many activities such as staking, keeper operations, liquidations,
and more than that. Besides, we are not only well-versed in
cryptographic technology and market structure but we also are
hands-on investors who will try our best to help our portfolio
company succeed.

We are capable of managing long-term capital for illustrious venture
capital funds, family offices, institutions, and high-net-worth
individuals these days.
MegaDAO is a Decentralized Autonomous Organization which has
the position of the "DAO of DAOs". In our organization, a suite of
products and services is provided for projects looking to develop
DAO qualities in communities. We also provide governance
bootstraps for new communities, consultations, and smart contract
porting, as well as an industry-first Sybil-resistance product for onevoice-one-vote governance.
When compared to a traditional company, a properly designed DAO
model is bound to be more efficient, scale better, and turn profitable
faster. As a result, there are many businesses, both physical and
digital, that are aiming to have development activities like DAOs in
the future. Working as a DAO is another step forward for MegaDAO in
guiding the DAO revolution in many upcoming years.

MegaDAO is designed from inception with three primary
objectives in mind to:

1. Incentivize and maximize engagement of all active participants
within the Mega ecosystem and attributed projects, partnerships, and
networks;
2. Provide Governance-as-a-Service and every exhaustible
extenuating applicable variant to positively benefit and benevolently
service the seamless integration of GaaS into the universally
underperforming, ever-expanding DAO space;
3. Strategically pursue and decisively execute consequential revenue
generation throughout every critical stage of project development
and reward all attributing benefactors proportionately to contribution
It is understood that our success in incentivizing engagement
ensures our validity and authority to serve GaaS, and an
effectiveness in both of these objectives will naturally lend the
desired outcome of revenue generation. Other projects in the space
tend to find themselves falling into one of two enigmas: building out
governance simply for the sake of building out governance, and
sequentially backtracking to implement and deploy governance after
the creation of the underlying product or service. Our intention to
build MegaDAO correctly from inception is a self-fulfilling prophecy.
When these perspectives are taken into account and we are
positioned to do it right out of the gate, our DAO then becomes one
that builds a culture of engagement and participation on day one.
This in turn enables more effective governance which can be ported
as a template to other DAOs..

Perhaps the greatest dilemma DAOs face – almost unilaterally – is a
higher barrier to entry for participation. In many cases, the capital
required or technical knowhow prices out a majority of the
community. In some organizations, huge capital and keen technical
knowledge are the minimum ticket of entry. Mega’s approach to
community governance emphasizes incentivized participation that is
accessible to all – ensuring ease of access for all participants. Of
course, there will ultimately be different levels of participation in
Mega: the developer team building out various components of the
project, passionate community members drafting proposals and
participating in competitions, auxiliary support, in way of marketing,
business development, and so on.
Additionally, casual community members are equally emphasized
through an engagement program for incentivized microtasks. Longterm this will come as an individual Mega App or dApp for your
devices to collect micro-data and provide you with direct Ease of
Access to all MegaDAO interfaces, products, and services.
Immediately, this looks like a buildout on Wix, a lightweight social
application, where we can allocate assignments, micro-tasks and
quests. Participation in these tasks yields points, which contributes
to a level/tier system. Ultimately, these points earned, and levels
achieved translate to prizes: MegaDAO tokens, NFTs, platform
privileges, and so on. Wix is a powerful tool for building out an
engaged community with tasks as simple as tweeting about the
project, inviting friends, participating in the forums, and so on.

Beyond that, assignments and quests can be leveraged for data
collection: short surveys reflecting market sentiment, background in
crypto, trading tendencies, and so on. All data collection is opt-in and
6 100% voluntary. The data collected from community members will
be compiled into data packages/reports that can be sold via Ocean’s
Data Marketplace (and can be additionally leveraged in other
capacities). Ocean has not yet built out a robust library of data sets,
which puts MegaDAO in a uniquely desirable position to play an
authoritative role in the marketplace. Similar data packages to our
project’s capabilities are currently priced on Ocean in the range of
thousands of dollars per purchase. Ultimately, this is the power of
leveraging the contributions of the entire community: through data
collection or otherwise, achieving significant revenue generation
through the help of everyone involved which would open up the
potential roles of authoritative data aggregators and trusted Data
pools. Whereas the integrity of mass data hosts, as of now, is
predominately contentious at best. Leveraging an incentivized
ecosystem enables long-term growth and maturity for a project,
meanwhile providing an avenue through which members may engage
in collaborative and meaningful ways -- benefitting the entire
community.

The aforementioned inherent complications within the infrastructure
of DAOs positions MegaDAO as a pioneer in the unfilled niche of
Mega-as-a-Service (MaaS). At the highest level, MaaS refers to the
process of leveraging our own merits and technology to bootstrap
third party projects. Immediately, this materializes in the form of
consulting ‐ working with new projects to port some of our
techniques (airdrops, LGE, taxed farms, etc.) so they can position
themselves for success at launch. Additionally, this can evolve and
take on the form of an even more comprehensive Unrug-as-aService
package: working with communities that underwent similar exit
scams as our own and helping them to pick up the pieces following
the same or similar steps in which MegaDAO has taken.
Ultimately, Governance-as-a-Service is a full-fledged governance
bootstrap program: utilizing our own highly engaged community to
guarantee fair and active participation into governance of third-party
DAOs on launch day. This takes the form of an allocation to the
MegaDAO treasury and/or an airdrop to MegaDAO holders (perhaps
filtered by addresses recognized as “active voters).

Initially, the buildout of MegaDAO will prove the enthusiasm of our
immediate community that may be desired by other projects. Beyond
that, governance tokens accumulated to the treasury by the
MegaDAO farm taxes (YFI, UNI, SNX, and AAVE) serve as a proof-ofconcept for the ability to govern other projects. These tokens were
chosen as a test group to utilize for voting and proposal creation
directly from the MegaDAO treasury, as dictated by MegaDAO
holders. Upon the successful utilization of these tokens as active
participants in governance of their respective platforms, MegaDAO
shall provide the same service for other platforms as part of the
Mega-as-a-Service package. In addition to the problems facing
virtually all DAOs today, there is precedent to suggest a market to
remedy those issues.
For example, DeFi Money Market (DMM) DAO allocated 3.75M DMG,
to DXdao for help with the DMG crowd sale and governance model.
This sum of tokens is valued anywhere from $1M USD at the time of
writing and $5M at historical all-time high. The payment was made
on July 2nd to the DXdao treasury, but as of time of writing, roughly
five months later, DXdao has failed to build out infrastructure for their
voters to interact with the DMG tokens that sit stagnant. This
highlights that a major market for MaaS exists, despite a lack of
service providers.

The picture below illustrates the allocation methodology

Participate in the investment and reap the benefits of the MegaDAO
token.
Run for CEO and receive rewards from DAO Management
Rewards.
Receive the shared prize with the CEO when join the lock voting
for CEOs
Ability to make payment in projects of MegaDAO ecosystem
Voting for projects to expand MegaDAO's investment prospects
Keeping the MegaDAO Chain platform running (from the second
quarter of 2023)
Who are we and what is the vision?
Mega Decentralized Autonomous Organization (MegaDAO) permits
founders and key team members to have fewer legal obligations and
deliver more open services in Defi by decentralizing project
ownership.

Develop and benefit from endless models, unaffected by
trends, through a decentralized investment fund managed by
the community and for the benefit of the entire community.
The 21-CEO management paradigm is very competitive,
accumulating worldwide intelligence.
The MegaDAO token is used throughout the investment
ecosystem.
MegaDAO intends to be a role model for other DAOs by
providing maximum protection and anonymity to its endusers in a true, decentralized governing community, thanks
to its biometrically validated Proof-of-Existence token.

A few examples on how MegaDAO can change the landscape
for project voting including challenges
PoE Use Case - Snapshot & Voting

Executive Summary
In today’s rapidly evolving crypto-space governance and
community voting systems play an integral part in project
direction and development. An organized and structured project
will have an on-chain or off-chain voting apparatus to capture
temperament from token holders on individual improvement
proposals in order to reach quorum before continuing to build
out the proposal.
Multiple voting systems are available such as Snapshot,
Scattershot and Commonwealth which all share a similar form,
function and common goal - a conduit for pursuing
improvement or project direction in the form of proposals and a
central platform to administer a vote on raised proposals.
MegaDAO architecture is built around these voting
mechanisms, and provide an integral role to the fairness,
stability and growth of the project backed by an engaged
community with an opportunity to debate each decision and
proposal.

Challenges
While the importance for voting is key, the process has a
number of challenges on a permissionless network. For
example, anyone can create numerous wallet addresses and
falsely “represent” the impression of many token holders
representing unique voters.

A common default strategy utilized for voting is weight-based
voting mechanics: ie, the more tokens you hold, the bigger your
vote/weight/voice. In some situations the logic can be
beneficial (like in Proof-of-Work consensus, where maximum
hashrate is ideal).
For community driven governance, the optics for voting
requires a flat schema to ensure all voting members are
allowed only one vote from one authorized wallet allowing for a
fair and equal vote towards a proposal.
Unless the source of a vote can be isolated and verified to one
individual with one wallet, democratic or egalitarian governance
procedures are always vulnerable to sybil attacks - users taking
on numerous wallets/personas to gain an unfair, potentially
malicious advantage over other holders.
Without a fair voting mechanism, large token holders can create
proposals which are not in the best direction of the project’s
future. Due to their weighted voting power they could direct the
project financially in any direction abusing their power and
dominating all proposals they feel is not in their personal best
interest.

MegaDAO, in collaboration with Finnovant, has implemented a
biometric Proof of Existence (PoE) token early in 2021. This
token solves the often discussed challenge in question - Sybil
Resistance. To mitigate the problem, MegaDAO deployed a
biometric solution through a Mega front end which provides
biometric enrollment. This biometric enrollment is compiled
into an irreversible hash - the individual voice and face
associated to one wallet - which allows a logical proof that any
given address is owned by a specific (yet still anonymous)
person, erasing the ability for someone to have two or more
wallets and act as a single entity.
PoE (Proof of Existence) is a universal defense against Sybil
Attacks - a situation where a single entity uses more than one
wallet to pass as multiple entities. In addition to its current
utilization for provably fair minting during an NFT launch, PoE
also enables truly democratic voting standards - giving one vote
per holder (wallet), or one quasi-weighted vote per holder
similar to the United States electoral system. The discussed
voting logic allows for ALL holders in a given protocol to
engage with the voting system in a fair and honest manner
without clouding judgment via token holders throwing their
token weight around.
There are numerous ways to implement the MegaDAO Proof-ofExistence token (ERC20) into current as well as new
governance portals and voting systems in a way that
establishes fair voting and encourages voter equality. A
summary of examples as highlighted below include common
use-case scenarios based on challenges experienced in the
governance blockspace currently - as well as the MegaDAO
solution demonstrating utility and addressing these problems.

All solutions simply require including a single line of code or
less to implement.
1. Pure” Democratic Voting Using Global PoE
Use Case: A vote for new proposed emissions on a pool
is being run. Generally, the largest holders (whales)
would make up 75%+ of the vote tally which could
benefit these same large holders.
Challenge: Current governance votes weigh token
holdings and incentivize large holders via vote weight,
sometimes leaving smaller holders - albeit many
individuals, unable to quantifiably make a difference.
This leads to poor voter adherence and lack of
participation. Multiple wallets owned by the same holder
or an entity can sway the vote in their favor or collapse
the vote for malicious reasons.
Solution: The PoE token can be added to a voting portal
for any project by adding it’s logic as a primary,
secondary, or combined logic. This means that the PoE
token can be used by itself - giving users a single vote
across the board, or in addition to the protocol token allowing a mixed vote of unique individuals as well as
their holdings, or in a mixed scenario where multiple
votes are run in tandem and weighted.
Outcome Differential: Adding the global PoE token
contract to current snapshot logic allows for smaller
players to provide input and the ability to weight votes
by more than just total holdings - all the while ensuring
input is received from verifiably unique individuals. This
can be done with a single line added to the logic
pointing to the global PoE token contract using the
Balance_of variable. A dual-approach can also be
accommodated where both the primary token and PoE
are weighted. (Total Tokens Held x Multiplier [ONLY for
PoE Holders])

In addition, PoE allows smaller voters or even non-holders to
participate, bringing up voting participation and allowing for
true individual input from all who have a say regardless of
benefit. This includes global PoE members who are NOT token
holders but have input on the project as a sideliner or potential
future holder. Proven individuals who are smaller holders can
have an increased voting weight via the dual-token weighted
approach leading to more voter adhesion and increased vote
accuracy.
1.Creating a “Gated” Community Voting Atmosphere
Use Case: A yield farm is running a vote for an
improvement of the ecosystem. Swing traders and shortterm holders that have not completed the PoE process
are exempt from voting regardless of holdings.
Challenge: On-Chain voting is a great alternative to
snapshot - or gasless voting - because it makes the vote
immutable and further decentralizes the process.
Because on-chain voting is a public contract call,
individuals who may have just jumped in to the project,
or who are swing trading the token can vote on
initiatives that they are not well informed on, or that do
not inevitably affect them.
Solution: Logic can be added to on-chain voting to call
upon PoE as a verifier before the vote contract can be
interacted with via web3 or directly - leading to a “gated”
community voting portal for unique individuals only.
Creating access control to the actual on-chain vote via a
single line of code allows for project votes on-chain to
be verified as originating from unique, token holders that
have been around for a pre-set time and completed the
PoE sign-up process which greatly increases their
likelihood of passion for the project and caring about the
outcome of the vote. Currently, any cryptocurrency user
could buy tokens prior to the vote (whether announced
prior or by luck) and skew the vote without having the
proper knowledge of implications. The vote itself could
still use token balance OR the “One Voice, One Vote”
system of single vote weight per holder - at the project’s
discretion.

Outcome Differential: The vote itself can still be
weighted by token holdings, or a Democratic voting
process can be implemented using the PoE token as the
voting token - giving one vote per verified individual.
2. Other various use-cases which are more project-specific, but
just as portable and easy to integrate:
3. PoE could be queried AFTER a vote has concluded to show
the percentage of votes that are verified authentic.
4. PoE subtypes could be used to demarcate developer or teammember/influencer votes so that they are considered
differently.
5. Completely separate voting portals can be utilized. One for
traditional voting for more generic proposals, and a second,
PoE-enabled portal for more important proposals.

MegaDAO leveling the voting landscape with their Proof of
Existence Vision
Navigating the crypto realm can feel overwhelming at times.
There’s so much to learn and countless avenues of information
that are all parts of this constantly developing technology. One
unique aspect of the crypto space is how numerous projects
aim to listen to the will of their investors. Community driven
projects typically develop in a direction that is voted upon by
the token holders of the project. Sort of similar to how a nation
might attempt to represent the will of the people. However as
we all know, between the time when the people cast their votes
to the stroke of the politician’s pen there is often much lost in
translation.
Unlike a typical representative system, most structured
community driven crypto projects have a voting apparatus in
place that allows both the big time investors and everyday
average crypto-joe token holders to make their suggestions for
improvement or the project’s direction known to the
development team.
In a community driven project, the importance of the community
member is paramount. However, a caveat of the anonymity
designed within blockchain technology is how a single person
can create multiple different anonymous wallets. If each
separate wallet owned by one individual held the token in
question, then it would look as though there are multiple
different token holders, aka voters, even though they’re all
owned by the same person. Users taking on numerous
wallets/personas to gain an unfair, potentially malicious
advantage over other holders is known as a ‘sybil attack’.

A common default strategy utilized for voting is weight-based
voting mechanics: ie, the more tokens you hold, the bigger your
vote/weight/voice. However, unless the source of a vote can be
isolated and verified to one individual with one wallet,
democratic or egalitarian governance procedures will be
vulnerable to sybil attacks. Furthermore, without a fair voting
mechanism, large token holders could direct the project in any
direction, abusing their power and dominating all proposals they
feel is not in their personal best interest.
MegaDAO, in collaboration with Finnovant, has implemented a
biometric Proof of Existence (PoE) token early in 2021 which
solves the challenge in question. This solution provides the
opportunity for anyone with a digital wallet currently on ETH
mainnet to enroll in a biometric vetting process. Essentially, the
voice and face is mapped to the connected wallet through the
dApp (decentralized app) verifying the biometric hash isn’t
already mapped to an existing wallet. If a person attempts to
enroll a 2nd wallet their biometrics will be detected as enrolled
therefore throwing an error.
The process can justify that any given wallet is owned by a
particular individual, meaning two or more wallets will now be
unable to act as a single entity through the MegaDAO
ecosystem. PoE (Proof of Existence) is a universal defense
against Sybil Attacks. This massive benefit to any community
driven crypto project is the ease in integration, only needing
developers to add one line of code to their project which will
verify the on-chain ERC20 PoE token ownership.

The use of PoE is more than just initial voter verification. PoE
could be queried AFTER a vote has concluded to show the
percentage of votes that are verified authentic. PoE subtypes
could also be used to demarcate developer or teammember/influencer votes so that they are considered
differently. In fact, a member of a community does not even
need to be a holder of the token. In a situation where any
member, regardless of investment, is participating in a vote, the
number of votes submitted by each individual can still be
verified.
Gone are the days where a huge token holder, or the
development team, can swing their weight around to unfairly
sway a proposal. Furthermore, by leveling the playing field
MegaDAO aims to increase engagement across all community
members within a project. Studies show that once someone
knows each vote carries the same power, they will be more
inclined to be involved with the development of a project. Since
MegaDAO’s Proof of Existence technology continues to hold
the user anonymous, yet marked as an individual - the outcome
is a perfect solution for DAOs and projects looking to maximize
voting to build out the future of their platform.

Conclusion
After implementing these governance strategies enhanced by the
PoE token, a project can expect proposals to have much more user
input via votes placed as well as a much more dynamic ratio of input
on both sides of the vote. Studies have shown that psychological
manifestation of equality is important in allowing individuals to
provide their true feelings via voting when an even basis is placed on
vote weight coupled with anonymization. Since MegaDAO’s Proof of
Existence technology continues to hold the user anonymous, yet
marked as an individual - the outcome is a perfect solution for DAOs
and projects looking to maximize voting to build out the future of
their platform with the will of all those involved in mind.
Moreover, MegaDAO are intimately familiar with the crypto
technology landscape and market structure. We are hands-on
investors, and will do everything in our power to maximize the
success of our portfolio companies.

